Be
Respectful
Be
Responsible
Be
Safe

Name______________ Grade___ ID #___________
My 2017 Language Arts SBAC score is : _______.
My Language Arts SBAC goal for 2018 is ________.
My 2017 Math SBAC score is : _______.
My Math SBAC goal for 2018 is ________.
MAP Reading

MAP Math

MAP Reading Scores
Fall Score _____ Winter Goal _____ Winter Score _____
Spring Goal _____ Spring Score _____
MAP Math Scores
Fall Score _____ Winter Goal _____ Winter Score _____
Spring Goal _____ Spring Score _____

Responsible Classroom Interaction
Requesting Assistance

Asking for Clarification

Raise hand

Raise hand

Excuse me… Sorry for interrupting…

Excuse me… Sorry for interrupting…

 Would you mind repeating the
directions?
 I didn’t hear____. Will you say it
again?

 Did you say ___?
 Did I understand you correctly? Do
you mean I/we have to ____?
 I have a question about ____.

 I missed___. Will you please
repeat it?
 Would you mind showing me how
to ____?
 Would you please help me
(write/say) ____?
 How do I spell the word ____?
 Is there another way to
(write/say)___?
 May I run another idea by you?
 Does this ____ (example, reason,
explanation) make sense?

 One question I have is ____?
 Will you explain ____ again?
 What do you mean by _____?
 I don’t quite understand your ____
(question/suggestion/feedback/idea)
Can you please rephrase it?

School Resources
General Office Questions
Attendance

Mrs. Albright

Registration and Records

Mr. Alvarez

Office Manager

Mrs. Ortiz

Records and all other

Mrs. Putulowski

Health Office

Mrs. Simmons

Need to talk to someone (academics, social emotional)
PBIS Specialist A-Z

Ms. Medina

Counselor A-L

Ms. Schott

Counselor M-Z

Mr. Williams

If you need to talk to a counselor, please fill out a counselor request form.
Counselors are not to be visited or requested during passing periods. A
form can be filled out during lunch.

Any concern (discipline, social emotional, academics)
Principal

Mr. Dominguez

Assistant Principal

Mr. Olguin

Assistant Principal

Mrs. Sanchez

Library

Ms. Harding

Cafeteria Manager
ASB

Mrs. McCoy-Wilson
Mrs. Larios and Ms. Thornbury

How to Handle Tough Situations
1. Cell phone threats or negative comments.
a. Take a screen shot of the information communicated to you.
b. Avoid going up to the person to discuss the issue. Instead report it to a
counselor or administrator so that a conflict mediation can be scheduled.
c. Do not listen to instigators (they usually are spreading rumors).
d. Think of the consequences at school and at home.

2. Disagreeing with adults.
a. Comply with what the adult is asking you.
b. Afterwards approach the adult and ask if you can speak privately about
the situation.
c. Communicate your concerns respectfully to try to resolve your differences.

3. Rumors
a. When a person comes up to you and tells you they heard something do
not take any action.
b. A clue that it is not true is that they usually heard it from “someone”
“somebody” a student that they can’t remember or a friend that heard it
from another person.
c. Avoid going up to the person to discuss the issue. Instead report it to a
counselor or administrator so that a conflict mediation can be scheduled.
d. There are many people that like to see other people fight, but remember if
students convince you to fight then you will be the one to receive the
consequence.
Questions that adults may ask you after you have been involved in an incident.
What happened?
What were you thinking of at the time?

What did you think when you realized what
happened?

What have you thought about since then?

What impact has this incident had on you and
others?

Who has been affected by what you have done? In
what way?

What has been the hardest thing for you?

What do you think needs to happen to make
things right

What do you think needs to happen to make
things right?

Step Up To Writing Format (green, yellow, red)
Associated with Other Writing Terminology

Topic Sentence/Thesis Statement in Introductory Paragraph (green)
RDF (Reason, Detail, Fact): begin with a transition (yellow)

●
●

Explain, elaborate, evidence, example (red)
Explain, elaborate, evidence, example

Concrete Detail

●
●

Commentary
Commentary

What does the quotation or text “say”?

●
●

What does the quotation or text “mean”?
Why does the quotation or text “matter”?

Information related to topic

●
●

Citation
Explanation

RDF (Reason, Detail, Fact) begin with a transition(yellow)

●
●

Explain, elaborate, evidence, example(red)
Explain, elaborate, evidence, example

Concrete Detail

●
●

Commentary
Commentary

What does the quotation or text “say”?

●
●

What does the quotation or text “mean”?
Why does the quotation or text “matter”?

Information related to topic

●
●

Citation
Explanation

RDF (Reason, Detail, Fact) begin with a transition(yellow)

●
●

Explain, elaborate, evidence, example(red)
Explain, elaborate, evidence, example

Concrete Detail

●
●

Commentary
Commentary

●
●

What does the quotation or text “mean”?
Why does the quotation or text “matter”?

●
●

Citation
Explanation

What does the quotation or text “say”?
Information related to topic

Concluding Sentence/Paragraph (green)

Most Frequent Prefixes
Prefix
Percent
un-

Meaning

Example

not

unhappy

26%

re-

again, back

rewrite, return

14%

In-, im-,-il-, ir-

not

incapable, impossible

11%

dis

not, opposite of

disagree

en-,em-

cause to

encode, embrace

4%

non-

not

nonsense

4%

in-, im-

in, on

inhabit, imprint

3%

over-

too much

overcooked

3%

mis-

wrong

miscalculate

3%

sub-

under

submarine

3%

pre-

before

prepay

3%

inter-

between

interstate

3%

fore-

before

forecast

3%

de-

not, opposite

deactivate

2%

trans

across

transport

2%

super

above

superman

1%

semi

half

semisweet

1%

anti

against

antiwar

1%

mid

middle

midstream

1%

under

below

underwater

1%

All others

7%

3%

Language for Academic Discussions
Stating opinions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Supporting/Elaborating

I think___ because ______.
I (firmly, strongly) believe _______.
In my opinion ______.
From my perspective, _____.
I am convinced ______.
My opinion on this (topic, issue) is__

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For (example, instance), _____.
A relevant example I (heard, read) was ____.
One (possible, convincing) reason is ___.
A (key, major) reason is ______.
A relevant experience I had was _____.
I experienced this when _______.

Providing Evidence
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

After hearing___, I am convinced____.
The data on ___ suggests _____.
After reading ____, I conclude that ____.
After reviewing ___, I assume that ____.
Drawing from experience, I know that ___.
Based on experience, it seems evident that ___.

Comparing/Contrasting
1. My (idea, response) is similar to (Name).
2. My (opinion, perspective) is similar to (Name)
3. My response is similar to that of my
classmates.
4. My response is different from (Name).
5. My (analysis, conclusion, solution) is different
from (Name).

Agreeing/Disagreeing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I completely agree with (Name) that ____.
I share your perspective.
My idea builds upon (Name).
I don’t (quite, entirely) agree.
I disagree (somewhat, completely).
I have a different perspective on this (topic,
issue).

AR BOOK LOG
Title of book

AR AR points AR points
earned
Level possible

Percentage

Important
Minimum and
Early Release
Day Schedules
Minimum Days
9/21/17 1/25/18
5/25/18 5/29/18
5/30/18
First bell rings at
8:41 AM and
school ends at
2:03 PM.
Zero period
begins at 7:48
AM

Early Release
Wednesday
Schedule
First bell rings at
8:41 AM and
school ends at
2:12 PM.
Zero period
begins at 7:48
AM

Regular Days
Zero period
Begins at 7:37 am

